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PREFACE

The XXXI International Summer School – Conference "Advanced Problems in Mechanics – 2003 (APM
2003)", held 22 June – 2 July 2003 in St.Petersburg (Russia), was organized by the Institute for Problems
in Mechanical Engineering of the Russian Academy of Sciences under the patronage of the Russian Acad-
emy of Sciences and with information support of Gesellschaft fuer Angewandte Mathematik und Mechanik
(GAMM). The main purpose of the meeting was to gather specialists from different branches of mechanics
to provide a platform for cross-fertilization of ideas. The topics of the conference covered all fields of me-
chanics, including mechanics of generalized continua (polar and micromorphic continua, mixtures, electro-
magnetic continua, grains, powders, etc.), solids and structures, phase transitions, wave motion,  nonlin-
ear dynamics, chaos and vibration, dynamics of rigid bodies and multibody dynamics,  fluids and gases,
computational mechanics, mechanical and civilian engineering applications. This special issue contains a
selection of articles presented at APM 2003 with a particular emphasis on the study of the behavior of non-
classical media.
The organizers of APM 2003 greatly acknowledge a partial financial support from ONRIFO (grant N 00014-
03-1-1110) and the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (grant N 03-01-10035).

Professor Dmitry Indeitsev,
Co-Chairman of APM 2003.
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REVIEWS ON ADVANCED MATERIALS SCIENCE

JOURNAL

The journal "Reviews on Advanced Materials Science" provides an international medium for the publication
of reviews, topical issues and international conference proceedings in the area of theoretical and experi-
mental studies of advanced materials. Focuses are placed on, but not limited to nanostructured materials.

Audience:

Materials Scientists, Physicists, Metallurgists, Mechanical Engineers, Ceramists

Editor-in-Chief:

I.A. Ovid’ko, Institute of Problems of Mechanical Engineering, Russian Academy of Sciences, Bolshoj 61,
Vas.Ostrov, St.Petersburg 199178, Russia

International Editorial Board:
M.-I.Baraton, CNRS (France); G.-M.Chow, National University of Singapore (Singapore); Y.G.Gogotsi,
Drexel University (USA); D. Hui, University of New Orleans (USA); P.Jena, Virginia Commonwealth Univer-
sity (USA); L.Kabacoff, Office of Naval Research(USA); E.J. Lavernia, University of California at Davis
(USA); C.S.Pande, Naval Research Laboratory (USA); H.-E.Schaefer, Stuttgart University (Germany);
R.D.Shull, National Institute of Standards and Technology (USA); B.I.Smirnov, Russian Academy of
Sciences (Russia); S. Seal, University of Central Florida (USA); M.Soto, Office of Naval Research (USA);
R.A.Suris, Russian Academy of Sciences (Russia); A.Th���n,Chalmers University of Technology (Swe-
den); Y.F.Titovets, St.Petersburg State Polytechnical University (Russia); T.Tsakalakos, Rutgers Univer-
sity (USA); D.Wolf, Argonne National Laboratory (USA).

Prospective authors are encouraged to correspond with the principal editor before submitting an article.
Proposals should include an outline with key citations. All papers submitted will be rigorously peer-
reviewed prior to publication.

Postal Address:

Reviews on Advanced Materials Science
Editorial Office

Institute of Problems of Mechanical Engineering
Russian Academy of Sciences

Bolshoj 61, Vas.Ostrov, St.Petersburg, 199178, Russia

Fax: +7 (812)321 4771
E-mail: rams@def.ipme.ru

Web-sites: http://www.ipme.nw.ru/e-journals/RAMS/
http://www.ipme.ru/e-journals/RAMS/ (mirror)
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ADVANCED STUDY CENTER.
TRANSFER OF COPYRIGHT AGREEMENT

Article entitled:
Corresponding author:
To be published in the journal: "Materials Physics and Mechanics"
Effective upon acceptance for publication, copyright (including all rights thereunder and including the right to
authorise photocopying and reproduction in all media, whether separately or as a part of a journal issue or other-
wise) in the above article and any modifications of it by the author(s) is hereby transferred throughout the world
and for the full term and all extensions and renewals, to:
"Advanced Study Center" Co. Ltd., (St. Petersburg, Russia)
This transfer includes the right to adapt the presentation of the article for use in conjunction with computer systems
and programs, including reproduction or publication in machine-readable form and incorporation in retrieval sys-
tems.

Rights of authors
The following rights are retained by the author(s):
1.  Patent and trademark rights and rights to any process or procedure described in the article.
2.  The right to photocopy or make single electronic copies of the article for their own personal use, including for

their own classform use, or for the personal use of colleagues, provided the copies are not offered for sale and
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Warranties
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Signature of copyright owner(s) *:
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 €  author on behalf of all co-authors
 €  employer representative

PLEASE SIGN IN INK AND RETURN THE COMPLETE ORGIGINAL (do not send by fax), retaining a copy of this
form for your files, TO: Materials Physics and Mechanics, Editorial Office, Institute of Problems of Mechanical
Engineering  Russian  Academy  of  Sciences,  Bolshoj  61,  Vas.Ostrov,  St.Petersburg  199178,  Russia, e-mail:
mpm@def.ipme.ru, Fax: +7(812)321 4771

*To be signed by the author, also on behalf of any co-authors, or to be signed by employer, where
appropriate.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS

Submission of papers:
Manuscript should be submitted in English in both electronic (by e-mail) and hard copy (original +copy)
versions.
Hard copy submission:
Manuscripts should be submitted typed on good quality bond paper of A4 format with 1” margins (right,
left, top, bottom), double-spaced, using Times Roman 12 pt font, to:

Materials Physics and Mechanics
Editorial Office
Institute of Problems of Mechanical Engineering
Russian Academy of Sciences
Bolshoj 61, Vas.Ostrov, St.Petersburg, 199178, Russia
Fax: +7(812)321 4771

Electronic submission:
Manuscripts should be submitted by e-mail to:
E-mail: mpm@def.ipme.ru
Filetypes: TeX (LaTeX) and MS Word files preferred. LaTeX style files are available on the Web-site:
http://www.ipme.ru/e-journals/MPM/. Pictures and photos should be submitted in TIFF format (400 dpi).

Length:
Papers should be limited to 30 typewritten pages (including Tables and Figures each on separate page).

Structure of the manuscript:
Cover sheet; Text; Tables; References; Figure Captions; Pictures and Photos

A cover sheet should be included that contains the complete title, the names, affiliations, mailing ad-
dresses of the authors, fax and e-mail address of the corresponding author and the abstract.
TITLE – bold, centered. (14 pt)
Author(s) – bold, centered, e.g. S. R. Brown and T. Klein
Affiliation(s) – centered, complete postal address for all authors, e-mail address
of corresponding author.
ABSTRACT. About 50-100 words.

Tables: type each table on the separate page, number consecutively in arabic numerals and supply a
heading.

References:
References should be indicated in the text by consecutive numbers in square parentheses, e.g. [1,2,5-
7], as a part of the text, the full reference being cited at the end of the text. References should contain
the names of the authors together with their initials, the title of the journal, volume number, year and the
first page number as illustrated below. References to books should contain the names of the authors, the
title (the names of editors), the publisher name, location and year, as illustrated below.
REFERENCES
[1] R. Birringer, H. Gleiter, H.P. Klein and P. Marquardt // Phys. Lett. 102 (1984) 365.
[2] F.R. Nabarro, Theory of Crystal Dislocations (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1967).
[3] V. Provenzano, In: Nanostructured Materials: Science and Technology, ed. by G.-M. Chow and N.I

Noskova (Kluwer, Dordrecht, 1998), p. 335.
Figures:
For best results submit illustrations in the actual size at which they should be published. The line draw-
ings of the original should be laser printed, the photographs should be original, with somewhat more
contrast than is required in the printed version. Each figure should be typed on separate page, the listing
of the figure captions must be included.
Equations must be clearly printed and numbered sequentially with arabic numbers enclosed with round
parentheses at the right-hand margin.
Units – the authors are encouraged to use the SI-units, other units are also acceptable.
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